Grounding for Greatness
How to Rise Rooted in Unstable Times
She looked at her mother with a silent plea. If only her mouth could speak like her
mind so she could let out all that swarmed on the inside. But this time was different. When
she paused, her mother's gaze emanating a steady warmth, there were the words, lined up
in a casual but clear order. She let go.
"The truth is, I don't feel like I belong," she started. "Not here," her finger strongly
pointing to the dining table that served as their centerpiece of their family's life. "Not here,"
her cheeks becoming a swelling red as she points directly towards her own body, her finger
landing tentatively on her own heart center. "Not anywhere. I try to fit in, and I think I fool
a lot of people, but the truth is, I don't feel like I belong. To any of this."

Did you grow up with a sense of disconnection from your own body or the people or
land you called home like the character above? If yes, know you're not alone.
Hello! My name is Leah (she/her) and I've also experienced anger and grief for
how distant I felt from my own sense of embodiment, wholeness, and
belonging. Learning to ground my energy and root into my physical body has, in
many was, saved my life and drastically transformed my capacity to be seen,
heard, and delight in being alive! It's also helped me navigate life's most
unstable seasons.
This guide offers these simple and radical practices.
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Get yourself grounded and
you can navigate even the
stormiest roads in peace.
― Steve Goodier ―

What is Grounding?
Grounding is talked about in many different ways. Because I want to give you a resource
you can practice anywhere, this simple guide will focus on grounding within your physicalenergetic body.
In this regard, grounding is a mindfulness practice that focuses on energetically
connecting to and inhabiting the lower half of your body. In a physical sense, this includes
becoming more present and aware of your gut/low pelvis all the way down to the bottom of
your feet. This also includes the greater energy fields surrounding these areas.
In other contexts, the term grounding could be about the relationship between your physical
body & the earth (also referred to as earthing) or the use of specific tools, such as particular
foods, cold showers, connecting with animals or walking barefoot on the earth.
These are great ways to experience more grounding energy in your body; however, my
invitation to you is this:
Prioritize a practice focused on grounding within your physical-energy body. This is
home base. From here, use everything else (time barefoot on the earth, eating
grounding foods, etc.) to explore and deepen your embodied practice.

How to Ground Into Your Energy-Body
1. Down & Back
Whether you are sitting or standing, use the cue "Down and Back." Invite your body to lean
back and drop your awareness down into the lower 1/2 of your body. We're often
energetically leaning forward in our go-go-go culture and leaning back helps open the
breath/chest/heart center and supports life force circulation to the lower body.
2. Bottom of Your Feet
As you drop your awareness down, bring your attention is to the tender soft skin/energetic
opening at the bottom of your feet. Allow roots to extend from this spot down and out into
the earth. If you are a water person, imagine your feet/toes in the ocean sand or resting in a
peaceful flowing river. Take 3 deep breaths here.
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3. Home Space - Lower Body/Pelvic Energy Center
The second point to anchor a consistent grounded presence is the lower energy center in your
body. The point is approx. 2-3 in below the navel and back, resting just at the crest if not
slightly into the pelvic bowl. For womxn, sway those hips more to activate your presence in
this area. Kegels work great, too! *A practice tip: Bring your awareness in through your heart
center and drop it down as low as it can go into your low belly. This is where practice begins.
When I imagine my body as a tree, this lower power center feels connected to where the
tree's truck starts to widen (like our hips) before descending below the soil. There is an
incredible power and relationship here to all that is unseen below the surface - the essential
anatomy of stability and stored nourishment for the tree. Living more consistently into this
area of your body will be more powerful than I sense you might expect.
*A key note here. For countless reasons, the pelvic area and the lower 1/2 of our bodies can
hold unconscious memories of trauma, suppressed emotions, and unresolved grief. Consider
first exploring this practice in the loving company of a counselor, therapist, coach, friend or
loved one. Be gentle and kind with your own process and timing.

The key to this practice is to do just that practice as often as you can! This is true mastery.

How do I know if I am Grounded vs. Ungrounded?
Grounded

Ungrounded

Feel "at home" in your body

The tendency to overthink; looping

Experience stillness and calm

thoughts

Capacity to be both responsive and

Anxiety and worry running the show

receptive based on what is happening in

A focus on material desires

the moment

Easily distracted

Feel spaciousness within yourself even if

Difficulty experiencing calm in the body

there is also an experience of stress or

Poor sleep; symptoms of fatigue

monkey mind

A disconnection for your own felt sense

Are able to find humor in the moment

of personal power and vital life force

Feel a sense of autonomy from "group

Unworthiness; difficulty forgiving or

think"

experiencing self empathy

The space to feel a friendship with yourself
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Why practice?
We're like trees! - If we don't have well established roots and the mature inner stability, our
efforts to be generous & successful can lead to massive burnout, the disconnection from our
own guidance system, and ultimately physical disease
Integration- We know WAY too much intellectually but our ability to embody it can be lacking
Act from Worthiness - It's quite common to act/react from rooted beliefs of unworthiness or
unreservedness. Grounding helps root our new stories of wholehearted belonging
Pleasure & Joy - Feeling calm is incredible and perfectly infectious
Grounded Confidence - Grow your capacity to embrace conflict, find the gifts within clear
confrontation, and approach change and surrender without needing to control & manipulate
Set Clear Boundaries - Grounding is essential for this. Plus, it's radical and simple and free

What gets in the way of grounding? Why isn't this easier?
We're waking up and growing up in a culture largely defined by shame, trauma and our shared
desire to heal. For those that are highly sensitive, it is very common to feel estranged from your
sensitive body in early childhood and disconnect physically at an early age. Our overworked and
fast-paced culture is prized over simplicity, deep relationship, patience & intergenerational time.

Strategies for Success
Link your grounding practice with a practice you already have
If you have a sitting practice, spend time dropping into the lower 1/2 of your body
If you take daily walks, keep coming back to the sensation in the hips or at your feet
Use a Cue
Sticky notes in important places! (Ideas: Am I Home?, Thank you, feet., Down & Back, Feet in the
sand, I am safe.)
Keep a stone or acorn in your pocket. Have an image of a tree in your car/at work/phone
background that is a cue to ground or check in with your roots
Be curious! Notice Patterns
Are there patterns to what (people, places, circumstances, etc.) feels ungrounding?
Use Celebration!
Each time you become aware of being/feeling ungrounded - celebrate the awareness!
*Note: Using celebration (rather than self criticism - "Ahh geez. I'm feeling ungrounded
again!") when becoming aware of a pattern is the most successful strategy to transform
habits. Go for - "Wahoo! I just noticed again that I'm ungrounded again. Nice work selfawareness!"
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Reflection Questions
In closing, here are 3 questions to inspire reflection and insight.
(1) What are your current grounding practices? *If you're not sure, that is okay. Take this space to
consider the ways you're already doing this or feel curious to explore.

(2) What "uproots you" or gets in the way of being grounded? Are there patterns?

(3) What is one next step you you take (okay to make it a baby step) to practice grounding?

A closing note about trees
Just like the opening story, I once struggled to trust other people with my
emotional heart and vulnerability. But I also needed teachers. Because they
felt safe, trees became the most exceptional mentors for me in learning how
to explore belonging to my own body, my life story, and my deeper yearning
to belong to communities of humans. The teachings are simple and
profound. It is my joyful responsibility to pass on their gift.
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Gratitude! This guide has been greatly informed by the teachings of trees (especially Sequoia
sempervirens, Quercus garryanna, Quercus rubra, and Thuja plicata), Rachael Jayne Groover (The Art
of Feminine Presence), Brené Brown, Dr. Elaine Aron, Brad Pendergraft, my family, the wisdom of
ever intelligent the web of life, and all the homelands that have fed, tended and held me over the
years.

LEAH K WALSH COACHING
Feeling challenged to ground in
these times? Email me with
"Grounding Support" in the subject
line to learn more about my services

leahkwalsh.com
info@leahkwalsh.com
1.503.381.5873
Portland, OR USA

WHAT IS NEXT?
PRACTICE
Approach your
practice with curiosity
and a playful
imagination. Build
your inner awareness
of the effects of a
consistent grounding
practice by "dropping
in" as often as you
can remember.

RECONNECT TO YOUR
ROOTS

GENTLENESS &
SELF EMPATHY

Spend time with your family
& the land. Explore what
makes up your own
energetic roots - core life
values, your ancestral
lineage, connection to
something greater. Find
resonant community. Reach
out for support.

Be patient and gentle
with your process.
Honor your story and
all that this journey
wakes up in you.
Explore the elements
of self-compassion
and forgiveness.

Keep life simple.

If we surrendered to earth’s intelligence we could
rise up rooted, like trees.
-Rainer Maria Rilke-

